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What is Digital Personalization?
Within a daily occurrence, people are faced with many decision-making situations
countless times, many of which are unconscious. Naturally, experts or friends are the first point
of contact to aid in decision making, but with the widespread use of the internet of things (IoT)
within the 21st century, the transfer of information has become very rapid, leading to the tracking
and storing of user data for data driven personalization. This has placed a lot more influence and
power on the part of large technology companies.
Throughout the summer of 2021, my responsibilities as a Software Engineering Intern
within the World Ready Team at PayPal included all things related to preparing the product for
the world and vice versa. I worked in conjunction with two other interns and various other
professionals from different departments to ensure users from all sectors were tended to and had
a meaningful experience while interacting with the company’s product suite. Furthermore, the
team worked specifically on converting, preparing, and personalizing Polish data for live use this
upcoming year. The overarching task was to improve user satisfaction whenever users would
visit the page, through the use of relevant Natural Language Processing (NLP) models. This
meant ensuring everything displayed is easily understood, accessible, and most of all relatable
for each user. All of which was achieved based on data collected on each individual user.
At the core of creating a personalized digital experience, recommender systems play a
huge role in engaging users. With the recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), data
analytics and big data over the past years, opportunities have arisen for recommender systems to
embrace the impressive achievements of AI. Recommender systems create advanced insights
into the relationships between users and items, presenting more complex data representations,
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and discovering comprehensive knowledge in demographical, textural, virtual and contextual
data. Streaming services are one such medium that have a major influence on the reasoning and
way of thinking of the users. Big Technology Companies (BTCs) like Netflix create a
personalized web/digital-experience based on consumer collected data to intentionally improve
overall customer satisfaction amongst many other unintended consequences. Before delving into
the world of ‘personalization’, this term must be defined. Throughout the remainder of the paper,
the Oxford Academic definition of personalization will be used; it is the “strategic creation,
modification, and adaptation of content and distribution to optimize the fit with personal
characteristics, interests, preferences, communication styles and behaviors (Bol, 2018).” This
paper will aim to investigate the consequences and potential use cases of creating a personalized
digital experience, specifically through Recommender Systems.
Case Study: Netflix
In order to explore the effect and potential use cases of digital personalization, we can
look at a specific case study in a much larger context of BTCs that utilize user data for the sake
of customer satisfaction and retention. One such company is Netflix and their cunning use of
recommender systems and algorithms. This STS topic will evaluate the consequences as well as
the potential use cases of creating a personalized digital experience through the use of
recommender systems.
Netflix was founded in 1997 in the United States. The company was originally intended
to be a mail video club, wherein users would order movies on their website and receive them via
mail. With time, the company launched video-streaming services as a complimentary service to
their DVD mailing enterprise. The popularity of the on-demand service grew exponentially
(from 2007 to the present) and the streaming was offered as a stand-alone service in November
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of 2010. Netflix as a BTC has a goal of “entertaining the world, whatever your taste, and no
matter where you live, we give you access to best-in-class TV shows, movies, and
documentaries. We’re streaming in more than 30 languages and 190 countries, because great
stories can come from anywhere and be loved everywhere (Netflix, 2021).” Netflix imagines a
future where people from across the world and languages rely on their platform to be entertained.
Much of Netflix’s rise to popularity can be attributed to their pioneering efforts in the
streaming industry. They were one of the first BTCs that had played a major role in creating the
streaming world, by utilizing all of the current advancements made in technology. One of their
clear and powerful tools of achieving this futuristic goal has been their recommender systems
and algorithms. Through this they have been able to retain their popularity and influence within
the world. However, much is entailed to achieve a goal of that magnitude.
There have been many institutions that have studied the implications of algorithms on the
creative process. While crafting Netflix’s original title ‘House of Cards’, and the possible
outcomes and consequences of those decisions for user’s behavior and further content creation.
Ed Finn, a tenured Arizona State University Professor and author of “What Algorithms Want:
Imagination in the Age of Computing”, argues that “this app has assembled a sophisticated
algorithm model for describing the cultural relationships among individual film and television
works, a model that fully embraces the gap between computation and culture (Finn, 2017).”
Coupled with their yearly rise in subscribers, from only having 22 million in 2011, to
skyrocketing to 214 million in 2021, their influence seems to only be exponentially increasing.
Through their algorithm they have been able to quantify many different tags and emotions of
films to better equip their recommender systems. This begs the question of Netflix’s moral and
ethical responsibility, if any, to moderate what they publish towards a huge global audience.
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Furthermore, we have to consider the question of how truly reliable these algorithms and
recommender systems truly are, and to what extent they are an “objective force”. An “objective
force” in the sense of providing an unbias result for a given problem. Even if they are deemed as
an “objective force”, the abstraction of the models does not result in an objective result.
Information becomes lost in translation when data is being wrangled and interpreted. By the
beginning process, the raw data is considered to be the full knowledge, in context, and at the end
of the process a result is reached, but for reasons unknown. In addition, that same result has to be
contextualized to fit the problem at hand, which means more human involvement, which could
lead to more bias and uncertainty on the part of the “objective force”.
Impact and Responsibility of BTCs
The digital streaming industry is very unique from any other industry in the fact that it is
able to create an immersive experience, both visually and audibly, for the individual user to learn
and experience various stories, accounts, and tales from across the real and fictional worlds.
Throughout history the concept of diversity has evolved and its evolution has been fundamental
in shaping relationships between people. Dating back to the 18th century, many intellectual
circles took to foreign countries to broaden their minds and learn more about the world and its
intricacies, thinking a better person would know more about the world they live in. Through the
wake of the ‘discovery’ and conquest of the New World, reflections and inspiration on foreign
practices, attitudes and ways of living had become commonplace (Grenier, 1989). Meaning that
through diversity people are able to fully understand one another through their thoughts and
ideas.
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With the evolution of technology, the way we interact with others across the globe has
also changed dramatically. The ideas and history of people throughout the world and time is
accessible with a touch of a button. According to Natalie Helberger, a professor of Information
law at the University of Amsterdam, states that there are three main frameworks to highlight the
way people think, in terms of diversity. They are: individual autonomy, deliberative autonomy
and adversarial autonomy (Helberger et al., 2018).
Under an individual autonomy perspective, the idea is to give individuals a tool to exploit
their different interests. This is what most recommender systems are built for and are also known
as ‘content-based recommender’, they extend the individuals a choice providing them with more
opportunities to realize their interests. In this case, we can imagine recommender systems and
algorithms providing users a set of films they would be most interested in. The issue with the
individual perspective is the lack of change, users will be recommended very similar titles and
will more than likely stick to “what sells”.
Pursuing a deliberative perspective, the aim is to promote the public debate, showing
divergent opinions and helping people in constructing a critical view. Here, recommender
systems can be designed to make users explore films far from their preferences that they
otherwise would not think to entertain, this makes them aware of the unknown parts of the film
panorama.
With an adversarial perspective, the focus is to broaden the debate highlighting
non-dominant visions. Similar to the previous case, recommender systems can serve as a way to
promote underrepresented groups, whether subcultures or non-mainstream film styles, through a
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non-regulated manner. This allows other independent filmmakers an opportunity to contribute to
the conversation through their films.
Along with the three frameworks described above, recommender systems themselves are
not completely reliable, the technical brilliance that is poured into them is not without its faults.
Milano et. al (2020) considers the many facets of ethical challenges that are incorporated to
building recommender systems. There are a total of four main areas of ethical concerns that I
have chosen to highlight. They are, Inappropriate Content, Privacy, Autonomy and Personal
Identity, and Social Effects.
As mentioned before, Netflix works in a global market, reaching audiences across the
entire globe. Certain regions and countries have their own moral standards they abide with,
which may be contrary to another region/country’s beliefs. Souali et. al (2011) considers the
issue of recommender systems that are not culturally appropriate, and proposes a form of ‘ethical
database’. This database would essentially contain relevant and appropriate content for each
country/region of the world. Through this method, viewers from each country/region would
choose from a pre-selected database of content to consume. The only work on the side of Netflix
would be to create the ‘ethical databases’ beforehand for each specific region/country.
Privacy issues are one of the primary challenges that recommender systems face, this
seems inevitable due the majority of the commercially successful recommender systems are
based on a hybrid or collaborative filtering techniques that heavily rely on user data in addition
to user choice. Privacy risks occur in at least four stages of any professional setting. First, they
can arise at the point of data collection or even without the user’s explicit consent, through illicit
tracking or purchasing from other companies. Second, once the data is stored, there is the further
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risk it may be leaked to external agents, or become subject to de-anonymization attempts
(Narayanan 2008). At both stages, privacy breaches expose users to risks, which may result in
loss of utility or in rights violations. Third, and independently of how securely data is collected
and stored, privacy concerns also arise at the stage of inferences that the system can (enable one
to) draw from the data. Users may not be aware of the nature of these inferences, and they may
object to this use of their personal data if they were better informed. Privacy risks do not only
concern data collection because, for example, an external agent observing the recommendation
that the system generates for a given user may be able to infer some sensitive information about
the user (Friedman et al. 2015). Extending the notion of informed consent to the indirect
inferences from user recommendations appears difficult. Finally, there is also another subtle, but
important, systemic issue regarding privacy, which arises at the stage of collaborative filtering:
the system can construct a model of the user based on the data it has gathered on other similar
users’ interactions. In other words, as long as enough users interact and share their data with the
system, the system may be able to construct a fairly accurate profile even for those users about
whom it has less data. This indicates that it may not be feasible for individual users to be
shielded completely from the kinds of inferences that the system may be able to draw about
them. It could be a positive feature in some domains, like medical research, but it may also turn
out to be problematic in other domains, like recruitment or finance.
The user-centered recommendation framework proposed by Paraschakis (2017), also
introduces explicit privacy controls, shifting the power from the hands of the BTCs to the people.
Users will be able to decide whether their data can be shared, and with whom. However,
user-centered approaches have their limits, as they may constitute a mere shift in responsibility,
placing an undue burden on the users. Would this responsibility be fairly placed on the users? Or
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rather does it belong with the companies themselves? One potential problem within this solution
is the addition of more metadata. The recommenders systems can make sensitive predictions
about the user based on their privacy settings, for example, a user who has a very private
approach to data sharing could be labeled as “paranoid”, drawing out more data than intended. It
seems that regardless of where the power of privacy lies, there will always be some amount of
information being taken from the users. For this reason, ethical steps need to be taken at the
macro level, ensuring that all the major problems with privacy are addressed.
Recommender systems can encroach on individual users’ autonomy, by providing
recommendations that nudge users in a particular direction, by attempting to “addict” them to
some types of contents, or by limiting the range of options to which they are exposed (Burr et al.
2018). These interventions can range from being benign (enabling individual agency and
supporting better decision-making by filtering out irrelevant options), to being questionable
(persuasion, nudging), and possibly malign [being manipulative and coercive (Burr et al. 2018)].
Recommender systems attempt to draw commonalities between similar users no matter how
absurd the commonalities may be. For example, the household size. Although it may not seem
worthy of holding information, recommender systems could find a commonality between certain
groups of people and claim that feature is statistically significant. By classifying users into a
particular demographic, recommonder systems could ‘trap’ their users into viewing the same set
of content for a period of time. It is imperative that the three frameworks mentioned earlier need
to be utilized within all recommender systems. By providing a diverse set of content, users will
have the option to pick and choose which titles intrigue them, without necessarily ‘trapping’
them into ‘what sells’.
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Partly intentional, recommender systems being used within the news and social media
industry, by nature tend to run the risk of insulating users from exposure to different viewpoints,
creating self reinforcing biases and ‘filter bubbles’ that are damaging to the normal functioning
of public debate, group deliberation and democratic means. As mentioned previously, the way
humans interact has evolved along with technology. This feature of recommender systems can
have a negative effect on social utility and interaction. In fact, a recent study on the spread of
propaganda against vaccines has been linked to a decrease in herd immunity (Burki 2019). In
turn, the dissemination of misinformation has led to the decreasingly lower chances of immunity
for the entire population. Issues such as this not only affect the people spreading propaganda but
also the whole of the population. This begs the question of the responsibility that these BTCs
have in mediating the content that is being shared on their platform.
Discussion
Now that we have a thorough understanding of the world of recommender systems, and
their role within BTCs, we have now evaluated the role these companies play and what
responsibilities they should or should not have. Firstly, it should be noted that the creation of a
personalized digital experience is not only just centered around the recommender systems or
algorithms. The entirety of the experience begins from user data collection, to storage and
management, to analysis and preprocessing, and then it is finally fed through into the
recommender systems to arrive at a potential list of content to recommend. Human created
tactics to use the systems and algorithms are also just as important, the engineers who run these
infrastructures play a very large part in determining the effect of the whole process.
Examining the data collection process for creating a personalized digital experience by
BTCs, we notice that most of the data collection is derived from use of the BTCs’ platform. For
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example with Netflix, although they retrieve basic information such as names, gender, and age, a
vast majority of the data is based on what titles users have seen and what similar people have
seen.
Data storage and management is solely attributed to the companies that hold the user’s
information. In the past Netflix has had previous data breaches regarding watch history,
information, and even unreleased titles within certain regions/countries. Some ways to ensure
that companies' storage and management methods are up-to-date are to require specifications
regarding the software and frequent testing of company resources. Although breaches are
inevitable, efforts must still be made to protect their user audience.
Analysis, preprocessing and the engineers that work with the technology play a very
managerial role in terms of being responsible for the day-to-day maintenance and operation of
the recommender systems. It is imperative to have educated engineers in charge of these
operations to handle any nuanced challenges with the right ethics and people in mind. In
addition, it is also important to have others around the technology community to observe and
keep the power and responsibilities of the BTCs in check. Without any sort of checks and
balances between the people and large institutions, they will dominate all facets of human life.
Conclusion
Through this exploration we can see that the creation of a personalized digital experience
through the use of recommender systems is the evolution of the digital world. The nearly infinite
potential of these systems is something to marvel at within the world of technology, however,
strong actions and regulations need to be enacted to ensure that BTCs are handling their power in
an ethical and effective manner.
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